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CONNECTED SIMPLE SYSTEMS, TRANSITION MATRICES
AND HETEROCLINIC BIFURCATIONS

CHRISTOPHER McCORD AND KONSTANTIN MISCHAIKOW

Abstract. Given invariant sets A , B , and C , and connecting orbits A —» B

and B —> C , we state very general conditions under which they bifurcate to

produce an A —» C connecting orbit. In particular, our theorem is applicable

in settings for which one has an admissible semiflow on an isolating neighbor-

hood of the invariant sets and the connecting orbits, and for which the Conley

index of the invariant sets is the same as that of a hyperbolic critical point. Our

proof depends on the connected simple system associated with the Conley index

for isolated invariant sets. Furthermore, we show how this change in connected

simple systems can be associated with transition matrices, and hence, connec-

tion matrices. This leads to some simple examples in which the nonuniqueness

of the connection matrix can be explained by changes in the connected simple

system.

1. Introduction

One of the most important and challenging problems in the study of dy-

namical systems is the question of the existence of global bifurcations. The

appearance or disappearance of heteroclinic orbits, i.e., trajectories which limit

in forward and backward time to critical points, provide the simplest example

of such bifurcations. Clearly what makes detecting such orbits difficult is the

fact that local analysis of the problem is of limited use. Thus, in order to study

this problem on a general level, one is naturally led to using topological tech-

niques. In particular, the usefulness of the Conley index in this capacity has

already been demonstrated. In most applications, a weak form of this index has

been used, either the homotopy type of the index or the homology of the index.

However, there exists a much stronger version of the Conley index, namely as

a connected simple system. This version uses not only the homotopy type of a

pointed space, but also the homotopy types of a collection of flow defined maps.

This turns out to be a very precise index and, as shall be demonstrated in this

paper, it can be used to prove the bifurcation and persistence of heteroclinic

orbits under fairly weak assumptions.
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Figure 1

At the same time, there is a problem with the connected simple system index:

it does not lend itself well to computation. Another idea due to Conley is that

of the connection matrix. These matrices are based on the homology groups
associated to the Conley index and as such are relatively easy to generate and

to work with. However, they suffer from an inherent lack of uniqueness. Our

understanding of this nonuniqueness is rather limited. In some examples it has

been related to the existence of global bifurcations, and hence, is an important

feature of connection matrices. Unfortunately, it is not known whether all the

nonuniqueness is related to some form of dynamics or whether it is an algebraic

artifice which appears because of the purely algebraic construction of connection

matrices. Our hope is that this nonuniqueness can be explained by using the

index theory on the level of connected simple systems. This in turn could lead

to a simplification of the problems of computing with connected simple systems.

The modest goal of this paper is to consider these questions in a setting in

which the Conley index of each Morse set is a pointed n-sphere. Thus the

correspondence between the homotopy level of the theory (connected simple

systems) and the homology level of the theory (connection matrices) is made

simple via the Hurewicz isomorphism theorem. A concrete description of the

type of problem which motivated this study is as follows. Consider a continuous

2-parameter family of flows in R2. Letting A denote this parameter space,

choose X,■ £ A, i = 0, 1, 2, and 3 and assume that the phase portrait at each
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Figure 2

of these parameter values is as shown in Figure 1. Notice that in each diagram

there are 3 critical points. In the language of Conley, these are Morse sets each

with index E1, i.e. pointed 1-spheres. By inspection one notices that to get from

the phase portrait associated with Xo to that associated with Xx (and similarly

from X2 to A3) a heteroclinic orbit from B ^ C must have occurred. Again by

inspection, going from Ao to A3 and Ai to X2 entails an A -* 5 heteroclinic

orbit occurring. This is indicated in Figure 2, by the heavy lines. However,

closer inspection of these diagrams leads one to the conclusion that there, also,

must be a family of parameter values along which an A -> C heteroclinic orbit
also occurs. Again, this is indicated in Figure 2.

Results of this nature are by now well established (see [K] and references

therein). In particular our work was motivated by the following theorem of

Chow, Deng and Terman [CDT]. Consider the differential equation x' =

f(x, p) where x 6 Rm+" and p. = (px, p2) £ R2. Assume that
(HI) / £ C2(Rm+n x R2, Rm+n x R2).

(H2) There exist A,B,C £ Rm+n such that f(A, p) = f(B, p) = f(C, p)
= 0 for all p. Here A±B±C but it is possible that A = C.

(H3) When p = O = (0, 0), there exist connections YBC from 5 to C and

Y ab from A to 5.
(H4) For a £ {A, B, C} and all p, a is a hyperbolic rest point with an

m-dimensional stable manifold W*(n) and «-dimensional unstable manifold

Wa»(p).
(H5) Let TPM be the tangent space of manifold M at point p . Then

dim(TpWJ¡(0)nTpWe(0)) = l

and

dim(TgWg(0)nTqW¿(0)) = l

for all p £ YAB and q £ YBC ■
(H6) W%(0,p2) and Wß(0,p2) cross transversely as p2 crosses 0, and

Wg(px, 0) and W¿(pi, 0) cross transversely as px crosses 0.
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Theorem 1.1. Assume (H1)-(H6). There exists p > 0 such that if \y\ < p, then

there exists px(y) and p2(y) such that at p = (y, p2(y)) there is a connection

from A to B, and at p = (px(y), y) there is a connection from B to C.
Moreover,

limpx(y) = limp2(y) = 0.
y->0 y—»0

Theorem 1.2. Assume (H1)-(H6), and that there exist curves Y ab and Ybc in

R2 which intersect transversely at O such that there exists a connection from A

to B for every p £ YAb and a connection from 5 to C for every p e YBc ■ Then

there exists a continuous map g: (0, 1] —> R2 such that for each s £(0, 1], there

exists a connection from A to C at p = g(s). If sx ̂  s2, then the corresponding

connections are not the same. Finally, limJ_o g(s) = O.

Though these are obviously important results, one is quickly led to question

the necessity of the hypothesis.
(HI) Consider the example of the planar problem described in Figures 1 and

2. The intuitive arguments which lead to the existence of the heteroclinic orbits

A —> B, 5 —> C, and A —► C, do not involve the smoothness of the vector

field. Thus one would conjecture that if x' = f(x, p) leads to a continuous

parameterized family of flows then the same results should hold. In particular,

it should not be necessary that f £ C2 .

(H2) The reason that the A —» 5, B —> C, and A —► C orbits occur
is because the stable and unstable manifolds of the invariant sets have to get

"past" one another. In particular, the structure of the invariant set does not

appear to be of any importance. What matters is the structure of the unstable

set corresponding to the invariant sets.

(H3) This assumption is essential if one wishes to demonstrate the existence

of an A —► C connecting orbit.

(H4) The same argument as for (H2) suggests that this can be weakened. Fur-

thermore, the importance of the dimension and structure of the stable manifold

is questionable.

(H5)-(H6) These assumptions, while "generic," are in general very difficult

to verify. Once again, what appears to be important in the simple example of

Figure 1 is that the stable and unstable manifolds cross, not how they cross.

These concerns are what motivated our study of this problem. In particular,

it is clear that to address these comments the problem needs to be approached

from a purely topological point of view. Thus in §2, we shall review the defini-

tions and concepts related to the Conley index and connected simple systems.

In the setting of a flow on a locally compact space references for this material

are Conley [C], Kurland [Kul-Ku3], and Salamon [S]. However, since our re-

sults are as easily obtained for admissible semiflows on arbitrary metric spaces,

and since this setting minimizes the importance of the stable manifold, we shall

adopt this later point of view. In this case, the reader is referred to Rybakowski

[Ry]. With this background, we proceed in §3 to develop a method for detecting

bifurcations using connected simple systems. Then, in §4 we prove our version

of the global bifurcation theorems for heteroclinic orbits.

Of course, at this point we have only completed half of our stated goal. In

particular, we have not related this work on connected simple systems to the

theory of the connection matrix. Thus, in §5 we review the algebraic theory of

the connection matrix and describe transition systems. Finally, in §6 we describe
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how, in some cases, maps between connected simple systems correspond to

conjugations of connection matrices, and so generate transition matrices. While

the results of this section are preliminary, they indicate an approach to one of

the central questions in the connection matrix theory.

As mentioned above, an inherent property of connection matrices is their

nonuniqueness. In particular, the continuation theorem for connection matrices

states that the set of connection matrices at a given parameter value contains the

set of connection matrices for all nearby parameter values. Thus, at parameter

values where bifurcations occur, one would expect nonuniqueness of connection

matrices. This raises two questions: Is this the only source of nonuniqueness;

and does nonuniqueness occur at all bifurcation points? The answer to the first

question is now known and the second is definitely false.

Our results, however, indicate that in the limited setting we consider, the

methods developed in §3 generate systems of matrices which are not the identity

if and only if a bifurcation occurs, and which generate connection matrices via

a homology functor from the homotopy category. This indicates that the failure

of connection matrices to detect bifurcations might be quantified in terms of

this functor.

2. The Conley index

The results of this paper are applicable for any dynamical system on a metric

space X which is induced by a local semiflow. To be more precise, let D be

an open set in Jx[0,oo) and cp: D —> X be a continuous map which will be

denoted by cp(x, t) — x • t. cp is a local semiflow if:

(1) For every x £ X there exists cox £ (0, co] such that (x, t) £ D if and

only if t £ [0, cox),
(2) x-0 = x,

(3) if (x, t), (x • t, s) £ D, then (x, t + s) £ D and x - (t + s) = (x • t) • s.

A solution through x £ X, is a continuous map ax: (a, cox) -* X where

a £ [-co, 0) satisfying

(1) ax(0) = x,

(2) for t £ (a, cox) and s > 0 with s + t < cox , it follows that ax(t) • s =

Ox(t + s).

If a = -co, then ax is called a full left solution. If, in addition, cox = co , then

ox is referred to as a full solution.

If TV c X and J c [0, co), then define N • J - {x • t \ x £ N and
t £ J). If for each x £ N, cox = co, then the co-limit set of N is given

by co(N) = f|/>o CKN • [t, co)). If ox is a full left solution, then we define the

co*-limit set of ax to be the set co*(ox) = f|.>o cl(crx((-co, t])). Note that since

ax is not uniquely determined for x, co*(ox) depends on the full left solution

chosen, not just x. Let

A+(N) = {x£X\x-[0,cox)cN} and
A~(N) = {x £ X | 3 a full left solution ox such that ax((-oc, 0]) c N}.

A set S is called invariant if S = A+(S) = A~(S). It is implicit in this
definition that there is a full solution through each point x £ S. Notice that

S = A(N) = A+(N) n A~(N) is an invariant set. If, in addition S C int(N),
then S is called an isolated invariant set and N is an isolating neighborhood

of S.
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N c X is called admissible provided that
(1) given any two sequences {x„} C N and {tn} c [0, co) satisfying t„ —► co

and x„ • [0, tn] c TV, then the sequence {x„ • i„} is precompact,

(2) if x 6 TV and cox < co, then x • [0, <yx) £ 7Y.

Definition 2.1. Let 5 be an isolated invariant set. An index pair for S is an

ordered pair of closed sets (7Y, L) with L c N such that

(a) S c int(N\L) and cl(N\L) is an isolated neighborhood for S.

(b) L is positively invariant in JV, i.e., given x £ L and x • [0, t] c TV, then

x • [0, t] c L.
(c) L is an exit-set for /V, i.e., given x £ N and ii > 0 such that x-tx ^ N,

there exists io e [0, tx] c L and x • [0, i0] c N.

As the name indicates, index pairs are used to define the Conley index of the

isolated invariant set 5. Before giving the definition, however, we digress to

introduce some necessary terminology and notation. Given closed sets L c N,

let

N/L = ((N\L)U[L],[L])
be the pointed space which is obtained by collapsing L to a single point denoted

by [L]. The topology on N/L is given by defining U c N\L to be open if
either U is open in TV and U D L = 0 , or the set (Un (N/L)) U L is open
in N. Let (Y, y0) and (Z, z0) be pointed spaces. [Y; Z] denotes the set of

homotopy classes of continuous base point preserving maps from Y to Z and

[/] denotes the homotopy class of the continuous base point preserving map

/: Y —► Z . If (Y, y0) and (Z, z0) are homotopic via base point preserving

maps, then we write Y ~ Z . The sum of (Y, y0) and (Z, z0) is written as

y v z = y x {z0} u ij>o} x z c y x z.

Definition 2.2. A connected simple system (CSS) consists of a collection I0 of
pointed spaces along with a collection 7m of homotopy classes of maps between

these such that

(1) hom(Z , Z') = {[/] 6 [Z ; Z'] | [/] e 7m} is nonempty and consists of a

single element for each ordered pair Z ,Z' of spaces in I0 ,

(2) if Z, Z', Z" e I0 , [/] G hom(Z , Z'), and [/'] € hom(Z', Z"), then
[/' o f] £ hom(Z, Z").

(3) hom(Z , Z) = {[lz]} for all Z e I0 .

Definition 2.3. A CSS morphism O : / —► / between the connected simple sys-

tems I = (I0, Im) and J — (J0, Jm) is a collection of homotopy classes of

maps between spaces in I0 and spaces in J0 such that

(1) for every Y £ I0 and Z e J0 , the set <&(Y, Z) = {[0] e [y ; Z] | [</>] G
O} contains a unique element,

(2) if y, y e I0 and Z,Z' £j0, and if [</;] e <D(y, Z), [f] e hom(r, y),
[g] £ hom(Z, Z'), then [g o 0 o f] £ 0(r, Z').

We are finally in the position to define the Conley index.

Definition 2.4. Let S be an isolated invariant set. The Conley index of S is

the connected simple system I(S) = (I0(S), Im(S)), where

I0(S) = {N/L \(N,L) is an index pair of S} .

Im(S) = {[f] | /: N/L —> N'/L' is a flow defined map between any two

index pairs (N, L) and (N', L') of S} .
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Sa

f([x])

Figure 3

Stated this way it is not at all clear that the Conley index is a well defined

concept. However, in the context of flows on locally compact spaces this follows

from [S, Theorem 4.10] where the following explicit forms for the flow defined

maps / are given. Let (N, L) and (N', L') be index pairs for S then for t

sufficiently large define /: N/L —> N'/L' by

[x • 3i]   if x • [0, 2t] c N\L, x • [t, 3r] C N'\L',

[L']        otherwise.

In our context of semiflows on metric spaces we refer the reader to [Ry, Theorem

9.1].
A simple observation is that given S with index pairs (yV, L) and (N', L'),

N/L ~ N'/L'. Thus one can define the homology Conley index by

CH,{S) = H,(N/L,[L\).

Before continuing with this brief review of the theory, consider the following
simple example which illustrates the difference between the connected simple

system index, I(S), and the homology index CH*(S). Figure 3 contains two

isolated invariant sets, Sa and St,, each consisting of two critical points labelled
x and y . Index pairs (N, L) for these invariant sets are also indicated where

L consists of the shaded regions. Clearly, CH*(Sa) « H*(N, L) « CH*(Sb).
However, it is intuitively clear that I(Sa) and I(Sb) differ since the unstable

manifold of the critical point x defines a different generator for CH*(Sa) than

it does for CHt(Sb). The precise sense in which I(Sa) and I(Sb) differ will
be developed in §3.

We now wish to turn to the question of how does one decompose an isolated

invariant set S. However, we need to begin with a discussion of partially

ordered sets. A partially ordered set, (P, >), consists of a finite set P along

with a strict partial order relation, > , which satisfies:

(i) p > p never holds for p £ P, and
(ii) if p > p' and p' > p" , then p > p" for all p, p', p" £ P.

An interval in (P, >) is a subset, I C P, such that given p, p' £ I, if p > p" >

p' then p" £ I. The set of intervals in (P, >) is denoted by uf(P, >) or just

J2- if (P, >) is fixed. An attracting interval, I £ J?, satisfies the additional
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condition that if p £ J2" and p > p', then p' £ I. stf = srf(P, >) denotes
the set of attracting intervals. An adjacent n-tuple of intervals in (P, >) is an

ordered collection (Ix, ... , In) of mutually disjoint intervals satisfying

(i) U?-,/|€^,
(ii) p £ Ij, p' £ Ij, and i < j imply p > p'.

The collection of adjacent n-tuples is denoted by J^(5, >) = J^ . If (I, J) is

an adjacent pair (i.e., a 2-tuple) of intervals, then we set IJ = IU J . / and J

are said to be noncomparable if both (I, J) and (J, I) belong to J5 . Finally,

if {P, P'} G -P, then p and p' are said to be adjacent.

Let C(Af(/>), M(p')) = {x I w(x) C M(p') and 3 a full left solution a*
such that co*(ax) c M(p)}.

Definition 2.5. A Morse decomposition of S, denoted by ^#(S) = {A/(p) |

p £ P}, is a collection of mutually disjoint isolated invariant subsets of S

satisfying the following property. Given x e S, then x £ M(p) for some

p £ P or there exists p, p' £ P and a strict partial order such that p > p' and

x£C(M(p),M(p')).
Any such ordering is called an admissible ordering for ^i(S). If we have

a fixed admissible ordering in mind then we shall write ^(S) = {Af(/?) | p £

(P, >)} . There is a minimal admissible ordering which we call the flow defined
ordering and denote by >ç . It is defined by

p >f> p' if and only if there exists a sequence p' — po, Pi, ... , pn = P such

that C(M(pi+x),M(pi))^0.
Let I £J^ , then one can define a new isolated invariant set

M(I) = (\jM(i)) U I [J C(M(j],¥(/))    .

Since M (I) is an isolated invariant set I(M(I)) is defined.

It should be clear that given an isolated invariant set there need not be a

unique Morse decomposition. A particularly simple, but useful Morse decom-

position is one which consists of only two Morse sets, i.e., ¿£(S) = {M(p) \

p = 1, 2 and 2 > 1}. In this case we refer to the Morse decomposition as an

attractor-repeller pair and denote M (I) by A , and M (2) by A*. A is called

an attractor of S and A* is the dual repeller of A. As an example of this,

consider the isolated invariant sets Sa and Sb of Figure 3. Notice, that in both

cases we have a Morse decomposition made up of the critical points x and y .

Since C(x, y) = 0 and C(y, x) = 0, we have a variety of possible partial
orders, i.e., x > y, or y > x, or no relation between x and y, all define

admissible orderings on the Morse decomposition. However, for the purposes

of the next section, we shall choose the ordering x > y and thereby obtain an

attractor repeller decomposition of Sa and Sb given by (A, A*) = (y, x).

One of the most important properties of the Conley index is that it continues

under perturbation. It is this fact that allows us to obtain our bifurcation results.

Let us indicate then what is meant by continuation of the index.

We begin with a collection of local semiflows [cpA\X £ A a metric space}

defined on the metric space X and parameterized by A. We can now define a

new local semiflow ô on I x A by

û(x,X,t) = (<px(x,t),X).
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û is called the parameter semiflow. Let n*- : X x A —► X and nA:IxA-+A
denote the standard projection maps.

Lemma 2.6. Assume that û is an admissible parameter semiflow on Y x A c

X x A. Let N be a closed subset of Y, then the set A(N) = {A | yV x A is an
isolating neighborhood in X x A} is open in A.

Definition 2.7. The space of isolated invariant sets is

^ = {5xA|A€A,ZxAisan isolated invariant set

with an admissible isolating neighborhood inlxl under tprf.

S? is topologized as follows. Given a closed admissible set N c X, define

in : A(yV) —> 5?, by if¡(X) — I(N x A). The open sets of 5? are generated by
sets of the form iff(U) where yV is closed and admissible, and U c A(N) is
open.

A continuous map y : A —> SP is called a section of the space of isolated
invariant sets if nA o y = id|A.

Lemma 2.8 [Salamon, Lemma 6.4]. (i) Let y : A —> jy be a section, then y is

continuous if and only if

S={Jy(X)

is an isolated invariant set in X x A.

(ii) Let y : A —> 5? be a section and let a : A —» 5? be a continuous map

such that a(X) is an attractor in y(X). Furthermore, let a*(X) denote the com-

plementary repeller of a(X) in y(X) and let S — (J¿6a yW ■ Then a* : A -» 5?
is continuous and the sets

A=\J a(X)   and   A* = (J a*(X)
A€A A6A

form an attractor repeller pair in S.

We are also concerned with the continuation of Morse decompositions. Let

Jf(S) = {M(p) | p £ (P, >)} be an admissibly ordered Morse decomposition.

We say that Jt(S) and its ordering continue over A if there exists sections

a, Pp : A -+ 5? such that {pp(X) | p £ (P, >)} is a Morse decomposition of

a(X) for all A e A and for some Ao £ A, er(Ao) = S, and pp(Xo) - M(p). The
same proof as that for Lemma 2.8(a) gives the following proposition.

Proposition 2.9. Let

S=|Jr7(A),    M(p)=\Jpp(X)   forp£P.
A6A AeA

Then, S is an isolated invariant set in IxA under û and ^#(S) = {M(p) \

p £ (P, >)} is a Morse decomposition of S if and only if Jí(S) and its ordering

continue, i.e., we have sections a, pp : A —» 5? as described above.

Since ,/#(S) is a Morse decomposition, it must have a flow defined order.

To indicate that this order is admissible over all of A we shall denote it by

>A . We introduced the continuation of Morse decompositions in this manner

because it seems more natural in the context of bifurcation theory, i.e., one
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begins with a fixed semiflow cpx0 and thinks of continuing it over a set A.

However, for the purposes of presenting the theory, it is more useful to begin

with S c X x A, an isolated invariant set under û, the parameter flow, with

a Morse decomposition Jf(S) = {M(p) \ p £ (P, >)}. Now by Proposition

2.9, there exist sections a, pp : A —> S?. To simplify the notation, we shall set

Sx = a(X), Mk(p) = pp(X), and >A = >9x.

Theorem 2.14 [Salamon, Theorem 6.7]. Let (N, L) be an index pair for S c

IxA. Then the canonical injection map i(X): N(X)/L(X) -» N/L induces
a morphism between the connected simple systems I(a(X), cpx) and I(S, û)

which is independent of the choice of the index pair (N, L). Furthermore, this

morphism is in fact a local isomorphism.

Notice that Fxx<: I(a(X), cpx) -» I(a(X'), tpx>) defined by Fw = p(X') ° i(X)
is an isomorphism of connected simple systems, where p(X') is the canonical

projection map induced by the local isomorphism. In what follows, it is assumed

that the parameter flow û on X x A is fixed, thus, to simplify the notation, let

h(a(X)) = I(a(X),cpx).

3. Transitions of connected simple systems

As has been stated before, we intend to use connected simple systems in

order to detect global bifurcations. The obvious first question and the one we

intend to answer in this section is: how does one measure the difference between

connected simple systems?

Let X x A be a parameterized family of semiflows as discussed in §2, with

A a path connected space. Assume that nj (A) acts trivially on S? (i.e., given

a a section in S?, the index isomorphism Fxx>, from IA(a(X)) to Ix'(o(X')) is

independent of the path chosen). Let S c X x A be an isolated invariant set
with Morse decomposition Jf(S) = {M(p) \ p £ (P, >)} . Define

A'=ix£A\Sx=\jMx(p)\cA.

Notice that A' is the set of parameter values for which no connecting orbits

between Morse sets occur. For every / e ^(>) and every A 6 A' the con-

nected simple system IK(M\(J)) = h(\JPej Mx(p)) can be partitioned into two

subcategories

Dx(J) = {[N/L] £ Ix(Mx(J)) | every component of yV intersects at most

one Morse set Mx(p)} and

Ix(J) = h(Mx(J))\Dx(J).
Notice that the morphisms in Ix(Mx(J)) from Dx(J) to Ix(J) define an iso-

morphism $>x(J) of connected simple systems.

As M (J) continues across A, for any X, p £ A', there exists an index

isomorphism

FXß(J): IX(MX(J)) ̂ Iß(Mß(J)).

Similarly, continuation of {Jp€J M(p) defines an index isomorphism

Exß(J): h I (J M¿P) ) - h ( U MM
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The difference between the two is that for v £ A', MV(J) will contain con-

necting orbits, and Fxß(J) will (in general) reflect the changes in the connected

simple systems caused by those connections. On the other hand, for all v £ A,

\JpeJMl/(p) explicitly has no connecting orbits, and therefore, Exp(J) cannot

detect any changes when passing through A/A'. More succinctly, it is possible

that Ekß(J) Í FXß(J).
When restricted to the appropriate subcategories, FXß(J) and Exß(J) define

index isomorphisms

FXß(J): IX(J)-* Iß(J)   and   EXß(J): DX(J) -» Dß(J).

Thus, the difference in connected simple systems at A and p may be measured

by the failure of the following diagram to commute.

(3.1)

Dx(J)

W)

Dß(J)

W).
The connected simple systems IX(MX(J)) and Iß(Mß(J)) will be called equiv-

alent (simply denoted IX(MX(J)) — Iß(Mß(J))) if the diagram (3.1) commutes.
Define

(3.2) Txß(J) = %l(J)oFxß(J)°<t>x(J)).

Keeping in mind the assumption that ni (A) acts trivially on 5^, the dis-
cussion up to this point can be summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. (i) EXp(J) = EßP(J) o EXß(J) ■

(ii) Txp(J) = Tßp(J) o TXß(J).

(iii) Ix(Mx(J)) = Iß(Mß(J)) if and only if EXß(J) = Tlß(J).
(iv) If A, p £ A lie in the same path component of A', then Ix(Mx(J)) =

Iß(Mß(J)) for all J £ S(P, >).

Returning to Figure 3, let us consider why Ia(Sa) ¥ h(Sb) ■ The first step is

to choose generators ax and ßx of Dx = Dx(P) and generators yx and Sx of

Ix = h(P) where A = a, b . Figure 4 indicates such choices. Now consider the

diagram obtained from (3.1).

Da

*„

la

Dh

and notice that

Eab(aa) = Otb,

Fab(7a) = 7b ,

^>a(aa) = 7a ,

®b(aa) = Sp * Vb ,

Eab(ßa) = ßb,

Fab(àa) = ¿fc,

*a{ßa) = ßa,

<t>b(ßb) = sb.
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Figure 4

Now one sees that

Fab®a(aa) = Fab(ya) = yb¿ob*yb = Ob(ab) = <&bEab(ab).

Therefore Ia(Sa) ¥ Ib(Sb).
A number of simple examples show that the converse to 3.1(iv) is false.

Of interest to us is the fact that Exß(J) ^ Tiß(J) implies the existence of a

connecting orbit at some parameter value between A and p . In fact, the set of

parameter values for which a connection occurs must separate A and p in L.

As the example above illustrates, diagram (3.1) does not commute in gen-

eral, but there are pieces which do commute for all X, p £ A'. If (J, K) £

JF2(P, >), there are for every A G A natural projection and inclusion mor-

phisms ix(J,JK):Dx(J) -+ DX(JK), px(JK, K): DX(JK) -» DX(K), etc.,
with a commutative diagram

Dx(J) ^^ Dx(JK)

(3.4) *x{J) 1 <t>x(JK)

h(J)   JM^B*  h(JK)

Further, there are commutative diagrams

Dx(J) -^^ Dx(JK)

(3.5)

and

(3.6)

Ex„(J) Eiß(JK)

Dß(J) ^-^U Dß(JK)

Px(JK,K)

Pí(JK,K)

Pí(JK,K)

P„(JK,K)

i i n     ix(J,JK)     i i tts\    Pk(JK>K)
h(J) -► h(JK) -►

Fi„(J) Fx„(JK)

Dx(K)

\<s>i(K)

h(K)

Dx(K)

Eitl(K)

Dß(K)

h(K)

F^(K)

Iß(J) -► h(JK) -* Iß(K)
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for all A, p. £ A!. Composing these, there is also a commutative diagram

Dl(j)   W'JK\ Dk(jK)   Px(JK'K\   Dx(K)

(3.7) •>.p(j) Tlß(JK) Tiß(K)

Dß(J)   iÄJ'JK\ Dß(JK)   P"{JK'K\ Dß(K).

From these we obtain relations between the maps which imply partial equality

of the maps E and T.

Proposition 3.2. If J c K are intervals in (P, >) and p, q £ J, then

pß(J, q) o EXß(J) o ix(p, J) = pß(K, q) o EXß(K) o ix(p, K),

pß(J, q) o TXß(J) o ix(p,J)=pß(K,q)o TXß(K) o ix(p, K).

That is, the p, q entries of EXß and Txß are independent of the interval which

contains p and q.

Proof. The inclusions and projections are related by

ix(J, K) o ¿x(p, J) = ix(p, K)

and
pß(J, q) opß(K, J)=pß(K,q).

Thus it suffices to show that

(3.8) EXß(J)=Pß(K, J) o EXß(K) o ix(J, K)

and

(3.9) TXß(J)=Pß(K, J) o Tkß(K) o ix(J, K).

Furthermore, there exists Q £^(P, >) for which J c Q C K, and such that

/ is an attractor in Q and Q is a repeller in K. Thus it is sufficient to assume

that / is either an attractor or a repeller in K .

If / is an attractor in K, then the diagram (3.5) implies that

ix(J, K) o EXß(J) = EXß(K) o ix(J, K).

For p £ A', M(J) = \Jp€J Mß(p), so iß and pß are just inclusion and projec-

tion of factors. In particular, pß(K, J) o iß(J, K) = id and

Exß(J) = Pß(K, J) o iß(J, K) o EXß(J) = Pß(K, J) o Ekß(K) o ix(J, K).

Similarly, if J is a repeller in K, we have, again via diagram (3.5), that

pß(K, J)oEXß(K) = EXß(J)opx(K, J)

and so

pß(K, J)oEXß(K) o ix(J,K) = Exß(J) opx(K, J) o ix(J, K) = EXß(J).

The argument for (3.9) is similar.   D

Proposition 3.3. If p is an attractor in J, then

Exß(J) ° ix(P, J) = Tkß(J) o ix(P, J) ■
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Proof. Since p is an attractor,

iß(p, /) o Ekß(p) = Ekß(J) o ix(p, J)

and
Txß(J) ° ix(p, J) = iß(P, J) ° TXß(p)

= iß(p,J)°®ßl(p)°FXß(p)o<i>x(p).

However, M(p) continues over all of A, thus EXß(p) and Fxß(p) define the

same morphism of connected simple systems, i.e.,

Exß(p) = %l(p)°Fxß(p)o®x(p).   □

Let K c A be a path connected subset. Define Sk = S n (X x K) and Ûk =

&\xxk • Then clearly the Morse decomposition JK(S) = {M(p)\p £ (P, >)}

restricts to a Morse decomposition J((Sti) ■ Notice that the flow defined order-
ing on J£(Sk) need not be the same as the flow defined ordering on Ji(S).

Let >k denote the flow defined order on JÍ(Sk) .

Proposition 3.4. Let p, q £ P, let A, p, £ A', and let K c A. If p and q are
unrelated in the flow defined partial order >K, then

Pß(P, Q) o TXß(P) ° ix(p, P) = Pß(P, q) o EXß(P) o ix(p, P).

Proof.  K defines a continuation from X to p. If p and q are unrelated, then

{p, q} is an interval in P. Thus,

Pß({P,Q), Q) ° Ekß({p, q}) o ¿x(p , {p, q})=pß(P, q) o EXß(P) o ix(p , P)

and

Pß({P ,Q},q)° TXß({p, <?}) o ix(p, {p , q}) = pß(P, q) o TXß(P) o ix(p, P).

Since there are no connecting orbits in {p, q} over K,

Pß({P ,a},q)° EXß({p , q}) o ix(p , {p , q}) = Pß(P, q) ° TXß(P) o ix(p , P).    D

This proposition tells us that Exß(P) and Txß(P) agree on "lower-triangular

entries," i.e., those p, q entries with p > q .
As has been remarked several times in the introduction and as is, perhaps,

clear at this point, working on this level of homotopy theory can be fairly dif-

ficult. Therefore, we want to conclude this section with remarks on how this

theory presents itself in the context of a homology (or cohomology) theory. The

homology functor CH* (equivalently the cohomology function CH*) can be

applied to all these connected simple systems and hence, morphisms between

connected simple systems induce homomorphisms between the induced homol-

ogy groups. We will abuse notation and use the same symbol for an index

morphism and its induced homology map. Notice that for all X £ A' and

J £ J(P, >¿), there is a natural isomorphism between

© CHt(Mx(p), cpk)   and   CH, ( \J Mx(p), <pA .

We will identify the two groups via this isomorphism and write

C,Ax(J) = @CH,(Mx(p),<px).
peJ
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The reason for this notation will become clear in §5 when connection matrices

are introduced.

C77* takes index morphisms to homology homomorphism and index iso-

morphisms to homology isomorphisms. Suppose that on A, C77* is faithful,

i.e., if f,g: I(Sx, cpx) —> I(Sß, <Pß) are morphisms of connected simple sys-

tems, then / = g if and only if /* = g» : CH*(Sx, cpx) -* CH*(Sß ,cpß). This
will be the case, for instance, when all Morse sets have the index of an n-sphere.

Then, the connected simple systems IX(SX(J)) and Iß(Sß(J)) are equivalent if
and only if

(3.10)

CtA(J,X)      -5¡^l       C*A(J,p)

<t>x(J) ®AJ)

Fx„(J)
CHt(Sx(J),<Px) -^ CHt(Sß(J),cpß)

commutes.

Stated more simply, one can study the differences in the connected sim-

ple systems by comparing the isomorphisms EXß and Txß from C*Ax(J) to

C*Aß(J). Towards this end, fix a Ao £ A' and a choice of generators for

C»An(/) = C»A^(/). Now use EXox to fix generators for all other A e A'.

Since Elß ° Exoß = E^, EXß is represented by the identity matrix in this sys-

tem of coordinates. Using Exß(J) in this way to identify generators, TXß(J)

can be represented as a matrix mapping from C*AX(J) to C*Aß(J), where the
p, q entry of the matrix

[Txß(J)W- CHt(Mx(q),<px) ~> CH*(Mß(p),<p")

is given by

[Txß(J)]pa = Pß(J, p) o Tkß(J) o ix(q, J).

Summarizing, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 3.5. Let J c K be intervals in P, with p, q £ K, then:

(i) Txß(J) is a submatrix of TXß(K), i.e., [TXß(J)]pa = [Txß(K)]pa for p, q £
J.

(ii) TXß(J) is upper triangular, i.e., [Txß(J)]pa = 0 if q^p and [Txß(J)]pp =
id.

(iii) TXß(J) detects changes in the connected simple system, i.e., I(Mx(J),cpk)

^ I(Mß(J), r) if and only if TXß(J) = id.

4. The bifurcation result

In this section we state and prove the desired bifurcation results. We begin

by stating three assumptions and finish with a comparison between our results

and those of Chow, Deng and Terman.

Using the notation of the previous sections we shall assume

Al. S c X x A is an isolated invariant set under i3. Furthermore, Jt(S) =

{M(p) | p = 1, 2, or 3 with 3 > 2 > 1} is a Morse decomposition of S.

A2. I(Mx(p), <Px) ~ 2" , n>\ for p = 1, 2, 3 and for all A.
A3. There exist parameter values Ao, Xx, X2, A3 £ A' for which Io(l, 2),

7,(1, 2) ? 72(1, 2), 73(1, 2) and 70(2, 3), 72(2, 3) 9? 7,(2, 3), 73(2, 3) (where

Ii(J) = I(Mx,(J),tpxi)).
Let Cjj = {X £ A I there exists a connecting orbit from Mx(i) to Mx(j)}.
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Theorem4.1. AssumeA1-A3. Then C2X separates {Xo,Xx} from {X2,X3} and
C32 separates {X0,X2} from {Xx, A3} .

Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.1(iv) and A3.   G

Theorem 4.2. Assume A1-A3 and further assume that 7n(l, 2) = 7t(l, 2),
I2(l, 2) ^ h(l, 2), 70(2,3) s/2(2,3), and 7,(2,3) S/3(2,3). rA«i o/m?
of the following occurs:

(i) C21 U C31 separates either Xo from A, or A2 ./rom A3,

(ii) C32 U C31 separates either Xo from X2 or A, /rom A3.

Corollary 4.3. Assume A1-A3 and further assume that C2X does not separate Xo

from A, nor X2 from A3, and that C32 does not separate Xo from A, nor X2

from A3. Then C31 /0, and one of the following occurs

(i) C2X U C31 separates either Xo from A, or A2 ./rom A3,

(ii) C32 U C31 separates either Xo from A2 or A, /rom A3.

Proof. If C2, does not separate either {A0,A,} or {A2, A3}, then 70(12) =

7,(12) and 72(12) = 73(12). Similarly, if C32 does not separate either {Ao, A2}
or {A,, A3} , then 70(23) = 72(23) and 7,(23) = 73(23).   D

A typical case of Corollary 4.3 is shown in Figure 5.

Remark 4.4. Given A2 and any interval J, DX(J) has the homotopy type of a

wedge of |7| n-spheres. If n = 1, then the classes of homotopy equivalences

of such a wedge is bijective with Aut(Tjy|), the automorphisms of the free

group on |/| generators. Similarly, for n > 1, obstruction theory gives that

[Dx(J), Dß(J)] « Hom(^lyl, &J\), and that the classes of homotopy equiv-

alences are bijective with Aut(^|Jl). Furthermore, the Hurewicz homomor-

phism is an isomorphism for n > 1, so C77* is faithful on index morphisms.

Each Txß(J) is then represented by an upper triangular matrix with l's on the
diagonal. However, it is not known whether all integer upper triangular matrices

can arise as the T's.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. If not, then there exist paths <y,7: [0, 1]—>A from A, to

Xj with coo\ and co2$ intersecting C32 but not C2X ; <y,3 and coo2 intersecting

C21 but not C32 ; and no <y¡7   intersecting C3, U (C32 n C2X).

h. X,• •       •>

C21 C21

Figure 5

Ai
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For n > 1, these paths may be used to define the matrices  7¿7  on the
homology index. From Proposition 3.5, these matrices have the form

1 0 0'

\0 I a
0 0 1

1 c 0'
T02 = | 0 1 0

0 0 1

7l3 =

7"23

with a, b, c, d ^ 0. Multiplication then yields TX3T0X ^ T23To2. Of course
this contradicts the fact that TX3T0X = T03 = T2iT02.

Note that the computation of the 1,2 and 2, 3 entries shows that a = d and

b = c, so that the matrices must in fact have the form

7bi =

7o2

13

r23 =

Furthermore, C2, u C3, or C32 U C3, separates A, and X¡ if and only if
tij t¿ 0. For n = 1, the argument is slightly different. In this case, con-

nected simple systems are not represented faithfully by homology automor-

phisms (since the Hurewicz map is not injective), but are represented faith-

fully by automorphisms of the fundamental group nx(Mx, Sx) = F3, the free

group on three generators. If ax¡ is the generator of nx(Mx, Sx) « 2", then

W,, ax2, axX} are the generators of tci(Mx , Sx). Let ixt and px¡ denote the

inclusion of (ax¡) into (axX, atx2, axX) and projection of (axX, ax2, c*xX) onto

Now consider the maps T¡j on the fundamental group. Properties of these
maps (from Propositions 3.3 and 3.4) are

7bi(«oi) = «11.  7b,(a02) = «12, PuTo\(a0i) = 1

PuToi(ao3) - an,

TXi(axx) = a3, ,

P32 TX3(ax2) = a32,

7o2(a;oi) = a2x ,
p22r02(Q02) = a22 ,

723(a2l) = «31 ,

P33L23(q23) = a33 .

Once again, we wish to compare TX3T0X with T2iT02. Using the above

relations one concludes that

P\3TX3ToX(aoi) = pX3Tx3(ax3aax2) = pX3(a33a$2afx) = afx £ 1.

Also,

/>3i723 7o2(ao3) = PiiT23(a23) = 1.

Exactly the same contradiction as in the case n > 1 .   n

Let us now compare these results with those of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. No-

tice that assumptions (HI), (H2) and (H3) imply Al. The allowance of a — c in

Tx3(ax3) - c*33, p33Tx3(ax2) = 1

7o2(ao3) = «23, £23702(0:02) = 1

723(022) = «32,   £31 723(a23) =  1

Pi2T0i(a03) = aan ± 1

£31 Tx3(ax2) = ab3x t¿ 1 ,

£21702(002) =o5,^l,

£32723(023) = <x32 # 1 >
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S3
M(2)

. M(3)

Figure 6

(H2) is not really weaker than our Al since the proof of [CDT] proceeds by

separating the single point into two; the same can be done in our construction.

It is obvious that (H4) implies A2. The relationship between (H5), (H6), and

A3, might be less clear. However, one can use the transversality to show that a

change in the connected simple systems occur and hence one has the existence

of the {A,} c A'.
With regards to the results, Theorem 4.2 implies Theorem 1.1 in the follow-

ing sense: if A is a square in R2, the C2, and C32 contain arcs connecting

opposite sides of the square. Given the additional assumption of Theorem 1.2

(i.e., that Cab and Cbc meet transversely at 0), the set clA(C3,)nC2,nC32 ^ 0,

as is easilay seen by choosing the A,'s sufficiently close to the origin.
Figures 5 and 6 indicate in part why the conclusions of Theorems 4.1, 4.2

and Corollary 4.3 are stated in such a weak form. Figure 6 indicates the Morse

sets M(3), M(2), and M(l), where M(2) is the invariant set inside the box.

Figure 7 indicates what the corresponding bifurcation diagram might look

like.

'21

Figure 7
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The point of this example is to remind the reader that the individual Morse

sets can be fairly complicated under our hypothesis (to make A7(2) more com-

plicated, insert your favorite invariant set inside the box; the only restriction is

that the flow on the boundary of the box should agree with that of Figure 5).

5. Connection matrices and transition systems

This section begins with a review of the algebraic theory behind the con-

nection matrix [F2, FM, Mo]. Most of the results concerning this are due to

Franzosa. We conclude with a brief discussion concerning transition systems

and matrices. References for this latter material are [R, Ml and M2].

Recall that CH*(S) is determined by an index pair. Thus, given a Morse

decomposition J[(S) — {M(p) \ p £ P} to compute CH*(M(p)) for each

p £ P we need to obtain an index pair. This can be done in a uniform manner

which, as we shall see, allows one to make statements about the structure of S
from knowledge of CH*(M(p)).

Definition 5.1. An index filtration of Ji(S) is a collection of compact sets,
Jf(S, (P, >)) = Jf(S) = {N(I) | 7 £ s4(P, >)} , satisfying

(a) for each I £S/(P,>), (N(I), yV(0)) is an index pair for M(I).
(b) for each I,J es/(P,>), N(I n /) = N(I) n N(J) and yV(7 u J) =

N(I)öN(J).
If we let J £^f , not necessarily an attracting interval, then there exists 7 6

sé , such that (7, /) is an adjacent pair of intervals and IJ esf . One can now

check that (N(IJ), yV(7)) is an index pair for M(J). It is shown in [Fl or FM]
that given a particular Morse decomposition J[(S) = {M(p) \ p £ (P, >)}, one

can always choose a fixed index filtration ¿V(S) = {yV(7) \ I £s/(P, >)} .

As was mentioned earlier, the simplest nontrivial case of a Morse decompo-

sition is an attractor repeller pair (A, A*). In this case, the index filtration is

a nested triple of compact spaces No c Nx c N2. The long exact sequence

^ Hk(Nx/N0, [N0]) - Hk(N2/N0, [N0]) -» 77,(yV2/yV,, [yV,]) -i

induced by this triple defines the homology attractor repeller sequence

A CHk(A) -> CHk(S) - CHk(A*) £ .

If S = A U A*, the connection map d is trivial, so the nontriviality of d is a

measure of the set of connecting orbits from A* to A .

For a general Morse decomposition J((S) = {M(p) \ p £ (P, >)}, every

adjacent pair of intervals generates an index triple for the attractor repeller de-
composition (M(I), M(J)) of M(IJ), and so generates a homology attractor

repeller sequence. To understand how all of these induced homology sequences

are related, we reformulate the sequence as follows.

In field coefficients, the sequence

£ CHk(M(I)) - CHk(M(IJ)) -» CHk(M(J)) ^

defines a matrix A = (oa) on the vector space CHt(M(I)) © CHt(M(J)).

Since A2 = 0, {CH*(M(I)) e CHt(M(J)), A} may be viewed as a chain com-
plex. Further, if CH*(M(I)) and CH*(M(J)) are viewed as chain complexes

with trivial boundary operators, then the sequence

0 -+ CH*(M(I)) - C77»(M(7)) © CH*(M(J)) -+ CH*(M(J)) -» 0
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is a short exact sequence of chain complexes. Let H,A(IJ) denote the homology

of {CH+(M(I)) © CH*(M(J)), A}. There is an isomorphism of homology

sequences

£    CHk(M(I))    -       HkA(IJ)       -»    CHk(M(J))    -i
I id | s | id

£    CHk(M(I))   -+   CHk(M(IJ))   ->    CHk(M(J))   £

so the matrix A computes the homology attractor repeller sequence. Such a

matrix is defined for every adjacent pair of intervals. In [F2] Franzosa shows

that all of these matrices and their induced homology sequences may be derived
from a single matrix known as a connection matrix.

To do so, fix a coefficient field & for all homology groups. For every interval

J, let CtA(J) = 0pey CH*(M(p)). If A: CA(5) -+ C*A(P) is a matrix, then
APyq is a linear map from CH*(Ma) to CHt(Mp). A is said to be strictly

upper triangular if q ^ p implies Ap>a = 0, and is said to be a boundary map

if each Ap, q is degree -1 and A2 = 0. If A: C*A(5) —► C»A(5) is a strictly
upper triangular boundary map, and 7 and J are intervals in 5, define

A(/,/):C,A(/)-C.A(/)

by A(7, 7) - [APtQ]peItPeJ. Let A(J, J) be denoted by A(J). It is eas-
ily checked that A(J) is an upper triangular boundary map on C*A(7), i.e.,

A defines a chain complex {C*A(7), A(7)} for every interval J in P. The

homology of {C»A(7), A(/)} is denoted by 77»A(7). Notice that for p £
P, {C,A(p),A(p)} = {CH,M(p),0} and thus HtA(p) = CH*(M(p)). Fur-
thermore, if (7, J) is an adjacent pair of intervals, then the inclusions and

projections of factors give a short exact sequence of chain complexes

0 -» C»A(7) -» C»A(77) - C,A(J) -» 0

and hence a long exact homology sequence

• • • d{-^] 77,A(7) -» 77tA(77) -» 77,A(7) Ö^A7) • • •

where d(J, I) is the induced map on homology of A(J, 7).

Definition 5.2 (Franzosa [Fl]). A graded module braid isomorphism 4* is a

collection of maps {¥(/): H.A{J) -» CHt(M(J)) \ J £ S{P, >)} such that
^(p) = id for all /? € 5, and such that for every adjacent pair of intervals

(7, J) the following diagram commutes:

...*ILP       h*A{I)       -»        77»A(77)        -»       77,A(/)       9^7) • • •
I W) I W-f) I V(J)

•••-£♦     CHk(M(I))   -»    CHk(M(IJ))   -    CHk(M(J))     -^---

A simple induction argument shows that all of the *P(7)'s are in fact isomor-

phisms.

Definition 5.3 (Franzosa [F2]). A connection matrix on C*A(P) is a strictly up-

per triangular boundary map A: C»A(P) —► C»A(P) for which a graded module

braid isomorphism exists.

Notice that for a given connection matrix A there may exist several graded

module braid isomorphisms and, as has already been mentioned, for a given

Morse decomposition, there may exist several connection matrices.
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Let ^(Jf) = ^(Jf(S), >) denote the set of connection matrices for a given

Morse decomposition J?(S) = {M(p) \ p £ (P, >)}. A fundamental theorem

is

Theorem 5.4 (Franzosa [F2, Theorem 3.8]).  W(^£) ^ 0.

To be useful for studying bifurcation problems the connection matrix must
have well defined properties with regard to continuation. Adopting the same

notation as was introduced in §2, let W(^€(Sx)) = ^(J((Sx), >x) denote the

set of connection matrices for M(Sx) = {Mx(p) \ p £ (P, >)} under the flow

Theorem 5.5 (Franzosa [F3, Theorem 5.7]). Let Ao e A, then there exists a

neighborhood U of A0 such that W(Jt(Sx)) C %(J!(Sx,)) for all X £ U.

Theorem 5.6 (Franzosa [F3, Theorem 5.7]). Let K be a connected subset of A

and let X, p £ K. Let S c X x K be an isolated invariant set with Morse

decomposition J?(S) = {M(p) \ P £ (P, >)}, then

W(^(Sx),>x) = &(^(Sß),>ß).

An alternative statement of Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 is that the set of connection

matrices is upper semicontinuous on A and is constant over those subsets of

A for which the flow defined order continues.

Proposition 5.7. Let >, and >2 be admissible orderings for Jt (S) and assume

that >, is an extension of >2, i.e., p >2 q implies p >, q. Then

W(jt(S),>2)cW(Jt(S),>l).

Obviously, as defined, the best that the connection matrix can do is to give

information about the structure of an invariant set in the neighborhood of a

fixed parameter value. Equally clear is that our discussion of connected simple

systems involved studying bifurcations over a large set of parameter values.

Therefore, we now turn to a discussion of transition matrices. These matrices

are used to measure the "difference" between connection matrices at different

parameter values and thereby to give information about the existence of global
bifurcations such as the existence of heteroclinic orbits. For the sake of clarity

we shall restrict our discussion to a parameter space A = [-1, 2] c R, to a total
space X = R" , and to flows cpx generated by the ordinary differential equation

x' = f(x, A). Using the same notation as in §2, this defines a parameter flow

Ô: R" x [-1, 2] x R -» R" x [-1, 2]. We shall define r}„ to be the local flow
defined by x' = f(x, A), A' = ±X(X - 1). Notice that for A = 0 and A = 1
we recover the flows cpo and cpx on the subspaces R" x {0} and R" x {1}.

Furthermore, as m —» co, r>m -» û, thus by studying the sequence of flows

{ûm} one can hope to recover information about the flows <px for A £ (0, 1).

Again using the notation of §2, let S be an isolated invariant set for û with

a Morse decomposition Jf(S) — {M(p) \ p £ (P, >)} . Then, we have isolated

invariant sets and Morse decompositions J((So) - {Mo(p) \ p £ (P, >)} and

Jf(Sx) = {Mx(p) | p £ (P, >)}. This in turn leads to connection matrices Ao

and A,, respectively. For m sufficiently large, ûm has a Morse decomposition

Ji(Sm) = {Mj(p) | i = 0, 1 and p £ (P, >)} with a corresponding connection

matrix
A0    Tm
0    A+
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where A," is a degree +1 conjugation of A, (this conjugation is necessary be-

cause at A = 1 we have increased the dimension of the unstable manifold by

one which introduces a suspension to the Conley index). Since there are only a

finite number of possible matrices Tm , the sequence {Tm} must have a conver-

gent subsequence. Let T denote the limit of such a convergent subsequence,

then T is called a transition matrix. Ignoring the +1 conjugation on A, one

obtains the following result (see [R, Ml, and M2].)

Theorem 5.8. A transition matrix from X — 1 to X = 0 satisfies the following

properties:

(i) AqT + LA, = 0  (T is now a degree 0 map),
(ii) T is an isomorphism,

(iii) T is upper triangular with respect to > .

(iv) if T(p, q): H(p) —> H(q) is nonzero, then there exists a finite sequence

I > Xx > X2 > ■ ■ ■ > Xk > 0 and corresponding p¡ £ P such that p¡ >x. Pi+X
where >Xi is the flow defined order under cpXi.

Notice that (i) indicates that if two connection matrices are related by an

order preserving continuation of the Morse decomposition then they are conju-

gate, i.e., a, = -r_1A0r.

6. Transition matrices

As was indicated earlier to detect global bifurcations one needs to be able
to commpare connection matrices at different parameter values. In §5, this

was done via transition matrices. This approach is, if nothing else, esthetically

unpleasing since it involves introducing an artificial parameter flow, which is in

the end ignored. A more serious problem is that it requires the parameter space

to be compact. An alternative is to try to begin with the algebraic equation

(6.1) Aor+7A, = 0.

This has problems in that T = 0 is an obvious solution. Furthermore, even

if one were to require that T be an isomorphism, T need not be unique. In

particular, if A, = 0 then any isomorphism satisfies (6.1).

In this section we indicate an alternative definition of transition matrices,

using the map Txß defined in §3. We will develop this definition only in a re-

stricted setting, but we believe it can be extended to provide a general definition

of transition matrices.
We begin with S, an isolated invariant set, for r) with a Morse decom-

position J((S) = {M(p) | p £ (P, >)}. Then, we have isolated invari-

ant sets and Morse decompositions J?(Sx) = {Mx(p) \ p £ (P, >)} and
J?(Sß) — {Mß(p) \ p £ (P, >)}. This in turn leads to connection matri-

ces Ax and Aß, respectively. Let (J, K) £ J^(>) with the property that

Ma(JK) = UpejA: Ma(p) for a e A. In this case, A(JK) - 0 and hence

(6.2) HA(JK) = 0 H(p).
peJK

Now by definition of the connection matrix, we have the following commutative

diagram.

0^    HA(J,a)    ->   HA(J,a)®HA(K,a)   —    HA(K, a)    -» 0

4\,(V) 1 Va(JK) I Va(K) i
0^    CH(J,a)    -> CH(JK,a) -    CH(K,a)   -+ 0
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where a = A or p, and the *?(•) are the isomorphisms of some graded module

braid isomorphism between the graded module braid generated by ($pejK H(p)

and the homology index braid.

In the definition of a connection matrix, the only restriction on the 4"s is

that they be isomorphisms and that they make (6.4) commute. Our idea is to

use the methods of §3 to define 4*. Let 0(7, a) be as in §3. Define

4V, A) = C77,4)(7, A) = <P(7, A)

(the latter equality is obtained by abuse of notation). Thus the C77, functor

gives the following diagram.

®peJKHA(p,X)   E»™-T»™   ®p€JKHA(p,p)

(6.4) Vx(JK)
<¥„(JK)

CH(JK, X) Fi"(JK\ CH(JK, p)

Notice that this is exactly the homology version of (3.1) and hence Proposition

3.5 applies. This leads us to the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. Let A = [0, 1] and let ^(S) = {M(p) | p £ (P, >)} be a Morse
decomposition for the parameterized flow. Assume that Sx = \JpepMx(p) for

X = 0, 1. Then TX0(P) = T: ©p6/) 77A(/>, 1) -► ©pePHA(p, 0) satisfies the
following properties:

(i) A0T+TAX =0,
(ii) T is an isomorphism,

(iii) T is upper triangular with respect to >,

(iv) if T(p, q): H(p, 1) -> 77(<?, 0) ¿s nonzero, then there exists a finite

sequence 1 > A, > A2 > • • • > Xk > 0 and corresponding p¡ £ P such that

£i = £ > Pk = Q > and p¡ >x¡ £¡+i where >Xi is the flow defined order under cpx¡.

Proof, (i) follows since A¿ = 0. (ii) and (iii) follow from Proposition 3.5.

Thus we only need prove (iv). The existence of {A,} and the corresponding
{Pi} follows from (iii). Thus one only needs to show that A, > A,+, . However,

this follows from a simple proof by induction (using the number of elements

between p and q) and use of the product formula of Proposition 3.1 (ii).   D

Because of Theorem 6.1, we shall refer to TXß as a transition matrix. To give

a concrete description of these ideas we shall consider two examples concerning

connection matrices with the parameter space A = [0, 1]. Both of these exam-

ples are based on the flow described in Figure 3. Let the critical points x and

y be Morse sets and let Sa and Sb be determined by the flow at parameter

values A = 0 and 1, respectively. Using Z2 coefficients we leave it to the reader

to check the following simple facts:

C7L(x)«(0,Z2,0,0,...),
C7LOO«(0,Z2,0,0,...),
C7f,(S)«(0,Z2©Z2,0,0,...),
A0 = A, = 0, and

r,0: CH.(y) © C77,(x) -* CHt(y) © C77,(x) is given by TX0 = (Q\).

Example 6.2. We consider the parameterized flow described by Figure 8. In

particular we assume that 3 > 2 >  1   is an admissible order for
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M(l)

Figure 8

M(l)

{M(p) |p = l,2,3} the Morse decomposition of the parameterized flow. No-

tice that this example does not fall into the setting of S - \Jp€P M(p). However,

T must be a degree 0 map and T(p, p) = id, therefore the only undetermined

entry is 7(3, 2). Furthermore, M(32) = Af(3) U Af(2), and hence, the above
remarks apply.

In [F2] it is shown that Ax :
C77,(3) is given by

(°   l
A0 =    0   0

Vo  0

C77,(l)©C77,(2)©C77t(3) -» C77,(1)©C77,(2)©

and   A

This implies, by Theorem 5.7, that there exists A* £ (0,1) such that both
Ao and A, are connection matrices for M(SX.). Either by consulting [F2] or
by a simple calculation, the reader can establish that the connection matrices

at A and p are equal if and only if 4^(32) = 4^(32). However 4*(32) is
just Ox(xy) from the example of Figure 3. Furthermore, if we compute the

transition matrix 7,0 we get

/I    0
7,0 =    0    1

\0   0
i.e., the connected simple systems changed and hence we detect a change in

the maps Oo(x}>) and Q>x(xy). The point to be made here is that connection

matrices can be distinguished from one another via a flow defined map. Also,

the nonuniqueness of connection matrices at X = X* occurs because A* £ A,

and hence, the map <P(xy) cannot be defined.

Example 6.3. Now consider the one parameter family of flows indicated by

Figure 9. In this case A0 = A, = Ax = 0 for A e (0, 1). Just as before, we have

(I   0   0N
Txo =     0    1    1

Vo   0   1

The point is that there exists some A* £ (0, 1) for which an M(3) £ M(2)

connection occurs, i.e., a global bifurcation occurs.  However, the connection
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M(l) M(l)

Figure 9

matrix does not detect this and in particular the set of connection matrices

is unique throughout the parameter space. Nevertheless, one can, by way of

the connected simple systems, associate different graded module braid isomor-

phisms to the connection matrices for A £ [0, A*) and A £ (X*, 1]. Thus, the

"nonuniqueness" at the bifurcation parameter, appears not in the connection

matrix Ax , but in the isomorphism 4*(32), which cannot be uniquely defined.
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